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that Poland still intended to pay, but held that America should
understand that the discharge of this debt would seriously
embarrass a financial position which was already very difficult.
Germany's success in gaining equality of rights, with her
prospective return to the Disarmament Conference, did nothing
to further the peace of Europe, though that had been the idea
which informed the recognition of that equality; and in the begin-
ning of 1933 her demand for revision of the territorial clauses of
the Versailles Treaty was expressed vociferously and increasingly
in her Press and in the speeches of some of the most prominent
of her public men, the claim to the "Polish Corridor" being
placed in the first line. Her campaign for it had already produced
a certain effect on opinion outside Poland, as was shown by a
curious incident which occurred on New Year's Eve, and in which
the British Broadcasting Corporation, London, figured. Respecting
a transmission from Warsaw, the announcer of the B.B.C.
said: "Now, across the Polish Corridor which cuts Germany
in two, we are relaying with Warsaw, the capital of the new
country, Poland, that spends a third of its revenue in maintaining
an immense army." Skirmunt, Polish Ambassador in London,
lodged a strong protest with the Foreign Office. The British Press
took the matter up and severely criticized the B.B.C. for issuing
a statement that gave false impressions and stirred up ill-feeling.
Sir John Reith, head of the B.B.C., went to the Embassy on
January n, and apologized to Skirmunt, who received on the
same day a note from Sir John Simon, Foreign Secretary, endorsing
the protest and hoping that with Keith's apology the incident
would be closed.
In January numerous meetings were held in Poland in deter-
mined opposition to the German revisionists. On January 28
the deputies and senators of the Parliament who represented
Pomorze (Pomerania or the "Corridor") and Poznania met at
Torun and passed a resolution to the effect that all, whether

